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Although the playing field in the centre of the old
part of Scarning is currently used for football, at

one time cricket was played on it. Whether that was
as well as football or instead of, I don’t know.

The first photo has the caption ‘Scarning cricket Mid
Norfolk Shield winners’. There is no date. A little
digging revealed that the ‘Mid Norfolk Village Clubs
Cricket Challenge Shield’ has been won twice by
Scarning, once in 1946 and again by ‘Castle Acre
and Scarning’ in 1950, and I believe this photo might
be from 1946. The shield is described as: “Presented
To Norfolk County Cricket Club By a few
Subscribers For the encouragement of Village Club
Cricket In Mid Norfolk 7th Jan 1904”

I don’t have names for most of the people on the first
photo but one thing I know for sure is that the man
sitting holding the shield is Stanley Woods, who was
the team captain.

I know a bit about Stanley because he used to work
for my family on the farm. He was a wonderful, kind
man, a true countryman who always had a smile and
a little story to tell you. He lived and worked all his
life in Scarning on the same farm, though with four
different employers. He worked first for the Milk
family, then the Wrights, briefly for Mr Philip Wire,
and finally for the Farnham family until his
retirement. He was born around 1911, died in 1991
and is buried in the churchyard.

Stanley told me once that in the days before we had
the playing field, cricket was played on the Front
Meadow, which is a small meadow the Dereham side
of Oak Manor’s driveway. This would have
belonged to Arthur Wright, who in 1950 gave the
playing field to the village.

The second photo looks similar to the first, with
Stanley again holding the shield. This one was taken
in 1950. If you look on the village website at
www.scarning.info/scarning-village/charities/
scarning-playing-field-charity/ you will find the
photo with the names of the people in it. I recognise
the two sitting on the ground, who are Dick Dack on
the left and ‘Brush’ Holliday on the right. Dick’s
name wasn’t really Dick, but he acquired it because
it goes nicely with Dack. He was Stanley’s brother-
in-law and lived the last years of his life in a
bungalow on Mayfair. Brush lived in Park Lane.

I don’t know any more about the last photo than you
do. Someone thoughtfully put a sign at the bottom so
we know it was a Scarning team, presumably from
the school, and dated 1925.
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